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  – a perspective from an academic guest to a 
Swedish blue-collar union 

   

 One of the organisers of this conference – 
Åke Sandberg – has done much more 
systematic research on this 

   

 I also point to Christian Berggren with whom 
"Are they unbeatable ...  

 



 Anyhow I venture the impression that 
Swedish unions and some progressive 
employers did a lot to get away from the 
worst kinds of fragmented work 
 
 

 Rehn/Meidner "Swedish Model" policies also 
worked against fragmented work 
One example from Swedish Unions: Det goda 
arbetet / Healthy work [?] fom the 1980's. 
Special because "Metall" 
 



 Today the heritage of going against against 
fragmented work is lost. Maybe the "Swedish 
Model" could not withstand onslaught from 
degraded work elsewhere. 
As long as costs were 1/2 maybe still 
possible but not when 1/10 as in the PRC. 

   

 So my paper is both relevant for this stream 
and for stream 3 (Work or Nature) where I 
presented yesterday. 

 

 



 Making it possible to imagine the reversal of 
two global trends 
–  the degradation of work  
–  the toxification of the biosphere 

 

 From my: ”The doll, the globe and the 
boomerang 
 - chemical hazards futures introduced by a 
doll travelling from China to Sweden  

 

 



 a doll travelling 
from China to 
Sweden  
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 A rough illustration of the complexity of the H&M supply chain. (Kogg, 2009, p. 153)                                               
(Please note that this image only includes the cotton alternative in the fibre producing stages of the supply 
chain.  



 "Barrelling down the highway from Shenzhen 
to Guangzhou, through the heart of China's 
Pearl River Delta, ... it is hard to avoid feeling 
that this is one of the centers of economic 
globalization. And ..., that Southern China is 
where the world's new workplace labor 
standards are being determined." ...For ... 
critics, China has emerged as a leading 
symbol of the global 'race to the bottom' ..."  



  
 
 

 







 CLB (June 2010): 

 "Era of cheap Chinese labour on the wane: 

 

 Production workers at the Foxconn factory – 
ten suicides  
 will receive a 30 % pay boost.  
 
2nd generation of Chinese factory workers 
could be better acquainted with their rights  



  

 An observer with combi of realism and 
optimism: Han Dong Fang – founder of Hong 
Kong-based China Labour Bulletin (CLB).  

 

 In a a film from 2001: ”Genuine unions might 
emerge in China in 10 years” 
Maybe June 2010 a sign that Han Dong Fang 
was the most realistic 



 Economist March 
10 p. 63. Header: 
"The end cheap 
China"  



 Once more: 
Economist March 
10 p. 63. Header: 
"The end cheap 
China"  



 http://www.economist.com/node/21549956 

 

 China is the world’s largest manufacturing 
power. Its output of televisions, smartphones, 
steel pipes and other things you can drop on 
your foot surpassed America’s in 2010. China 
now accounts for a fifth of global manufacturing. 
Its factories have made so much, so cheaply that 
they have curbed inflation in many of its trading 
partners. But the era of cheap China may be 
drawing to a close. 

 



 Why are Chinese 
leaders so scared of 
a frail and 
powerless poet and 
essayist, …? Why 
did the mere sight 
of his empty chair 
in Oslo plunge 
them into such a 
panic? (fr NYRB 
2011) 
 



 

 

Castells (II.3)  
 
 



 With Castells the question of 'state regulatory 
power' as tool for reshaping global product 
chain.  
"State control bypassed by flows of capital, 
goods, services, tech, communication and info 
 
Uncontrollable financial flows, erosion of state 
finances, dismantling of welfare states, state 
media power ... 
 
also the limits of their legitimacy when it comes 
to the environment.  



 PRC no exception to tendency of reduced 
state power.  

 “China continues to send students abroad,  
But, ... , most of Chinese scientists … not 
welcome back, suffocated by a bureaucratic 
system  
Almost saying: without democracy China 
cannot truly gain access to IT paradigm 
Without some form of open society, it 
probably cannot …” 



 Hsing, You-Tien, 
Making Capitalism 
in China – The 
Taiwan Connection 

 

  Oxford University 
Press, 1998  

 

 You-tien Hsing and 
Ching Kwan Lee, 
Reclaiming Chinese 
Society – the new 
social activism, 
 

 Routledge 2009  



 Understanding the Making  of Capitalism in 
China (her book from 1998) 
 

  Chinese 'corruption’ 
 

 'entrepreneurial local officials’ 
 

 'de facto neglect of environmental rules' 
 
 



 YTH asked a Taiwanese investor in China about 
tax holidays "≈ told me these policies are 'made 
for fools'. Generous conditions were tailor-made 
by local officials. They include: 
- simplified application procedures  
- more favorable tax breaks 
- cheaper land 
- 'opening one eye with the other closed' when 
inspecting ... export products"  
Most imortant here: 
 "half-hearted implementation of 
environmental and labor regulations" 



 A manager in one of the ’shops’ studied by 
YTH: 

 

  'a reasonable command is good 
for training; an unreasonable 
command is good for character 
building'  
 



  

Also to explore how such complex 
phenomena can be studied! 
 



 To understand emerging social forces  
 

 What they explain underpins my view: 
Detoxification in Chinese end of product 
chains: 
- Not be imposed from outside 
-  Only when it is in interest of affected 
Chinese  



 "[B. J. Silver 2003] predicts the emergence of 
a world-historic labor movement in China, ...  

 Others [i.a. Anita Chan 2001]: diabolical 
sweatshop combined with state repression ... 
produce an unlimited supply of docile labor. 
...  
I [CKL] offer an alternative: ... despite 
formidable institutional odds, Chinese 
workers do resist ... But they have not built a 
national class movement ..."  

 



 "Bureaus which should enforce the Labour 
Law, play second fiddle to economic and 
commerce bureaus in local bureaucracies” 

 

 "How long can a bifurcated popular view of a 
legitimate center presiding over a hierarchy 
of local venality be sustained? When replaced 
by an integrated view of systematic 
corruption and illegitimacy?  



 … note the lack – up till now – of 

criticism from outside against rising 

inequality  
  

lacking global links  
of the redistributive struggles 
" ...  
 
 

 

 



 “≈Many struggling PRC groups appeal ... to global 
norms of sustainable development, gender equity 
and empowerment 
... PRC state cannot remain impervious to 
international standards 

 Yet ... problems for redistributive struggles 
 
Global neo-liberalism means little criticism against 
rising inequality and redistributive injustice in 
China  



EH interpretation of YTH & CKL 

 

 The latest developments inside and outside China gives 
… 

 
 

 space for new dynamic between 'China' and 'us 
westerners' also for Enviro in the broader sense  
 

 
 

 

 

 



 Manuel Castells' on the multi-pronged 
movement that has started to act on global 
warming  
(Castells 2007 - Communication Power)  
 

 INGOs,  
Unions  
progressive academics  



 Better safety in LR only through emancipatory 
strategies 

  
We westerners can act on unhealthy work 
environments primarily by pushing 'our' TNCs 
to accept the quest for empowered work-
forces backed by lively civil societies  

  
3 steps: Transparency, Verification and 
Worker Participation  



 IPCP  

 

 Gramscian forces” also essential in spite of 
weakening of state regulatory power 

 

 Also echnological and entrepreneurial forces 
as well as such forces as demand shapers in 
the North  

 

 

 



 The task of detoxification from below is 
Herculean 
But maybe shown that this is at least 
'possible to imagine'. 

   

 
 

 

 

 



Seminar 50 years after Rachel Carson ? 

In the spirit of the doll 
 
 
 
 


